
BL 8.4 For open water swimming competitions with water temperature from 20 C swimsuits for 
both men and women shall not cover the neck, nor extend past the shoulder, nor extend below the 
ankle. Subject to these specific shape specifications, swimsuits for open water swimming 
competitions shall further comply with all other requirements applicable to swimsuits for pool 
swimming competition.
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8.5 From January 1, 2017, for open water swimming competitions in water with temperature below 
20 C, men and women may use either swimsuits (BL 8.4) or wetsuits. When the water temperature 
is below 18 C, the use of wetsuits is compulsory.
For the purpose of these rules, wetsuits are swimsuits made of material providing thermal 
insulation. Wetsuits for both men and women shall completely cover torso, back, shoulders and 
knees. They shall not extend beyond the neck, wrists and ankles.
BL 8.6 BL 8.1 to BL 8.5 apply also for the masters Open Water competitions.
[NOTE TO BL8.6: It is clarified that swimsuits, respectively wetsuits which fulfill the shape 
requirement set forth in BL 8.3, respectively BL 8.4 and 8.5 (for open water swimming 
competitions) can be accepted even if they do not bear a valid FINA approval label provided they 
effectively and evidently fulfill the material requirements set forth in the current FINA Requirements 
for Swimwear Approval. This is notably the case for swimsuits made of traditional permeable textile 
(i.e. open mesh material) material (such as cotton, Nylon, Lycra and the like) with no application of 
surface treatment closing the open mesh structure and wetsuits which expressly fulfil the thickness 
requirement (for example wetsuit thickness provided by manufacturer). In case of doubt in this 
respect and when notably such doubt concerns a swimsuit or a wetsuit used at the occasion of a 
World record, an actual check of the swimsuit or a wetsuit can be required from the competitor or 
Certifying Official and the swimsuit or a wetsuit is to be forwarded to the FINA Office for submission 
to an actual control of all or parts of the requirements.]


